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Abstract 
Reinforced concrete is a kind of structural system, which plays a lead role in shaping the built environment throughout the 
twentieth century in Turkey and throughout the world. From the beginning of the century this carrier system was seen as part of 
modernization project in Turkey as in many countries, spread over the entire country in rural and urban areas. This structural 
system’s features, advantages and disadvantages must be known by architects who design the artificial environment. This study 
has been carried out to examine the approaches for teaching reinforced concrete structures’ static and dynamic behavior to 
architecture department’s senior students and to develop a common language use with civil engineers in their professional life. It 
was conducted on the last year undergraduate students at Gazi University Department of Architecture. A ten-question survey 
form designed by the researcher to collect data.  The students’ expectations from reinforced concrete course compared with the 
current situation by the answers. Currently, the main mission of departments of architecture which give Professional architectural 
education is to attribute the reinforce concrete courses to numerical analysis in means of resizing the structural elements due to 
the need to equip the individuals who start education. So this fact it indicates that purely formal evaluation is not sufficient in 
creation of contemporary architectural spaces equipped with reinforced concrete structural systems. However, some of 
architecture students never see themselves as a discipline to do calculations or analysis. 
© 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
Peer-review under responsibility of Academic World Education and Research Center. 
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1. Introduction 
 
Concrete; sand, gravel, cement and water as materials with different properties is a building material produced by 
the mechanical and chemical interaction properties. The story of modern reinforced concrete began in 1824 with 
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cement. A wall master named Joseph Aspdin obtained a product with bake and grinding the mixture of clay and 
limestone. Aspdin gave the name of Portland cement and patented this name with England Portland with the idea 
that resemble the building blocks of the island (1). Cement was first applied in warehouse and store. Reinforced 
concrete structural system; besides the pressure of trying to increase the tensile strength of concrete in order to think 
it should be used with steel line WB Wilkinson (1854) and Francois coignet's (1855) began with the patent (Collins, , 
“Concrete : The Vision of a New Architecture”. Second Edition, Faber&Faber,London). 
As a single body of Reinforced concrete and steel, which runs through adherence is a complex matter. Reinforced 
in order to get the desired form is a unique feature for aesthetic architecture. Concrete structures are generally more 
economical than steel structures. Longer than wood and steel structures can resist against external influences. The 
lifetime is longer than wood and steel structure. It is greater than the strength of the steel structure fire resistance. 
According to the wood and steel structure requires less skilled labor. The adoption of concrete in the world with 
these features increased variable in Modern Movement's summit between the two world wars and during the Great 
Depression. After the Second World War increased interest in technology, in architectural education and practice 
technical and technological issues have gained importance, increased emphasis on materials has advanced the field 
of design. In this process, the use of reinforced concrete began to increase worldwide (World Business Council For 
Sustainable Development (2002)The Cement Sustainability Initiative: CO2 Accounting and Reporting Standard for 
the Cement Industry,WBCCSD, Geneva) 
 
2. Importance Of Concrete Delivery System Architecture Design Training Course 
 
Vitruvius's Ten Books of Architecture of work entitled "Architectural Education" section on the summaries say: 
Architects and is a prerequisite in many fields of investigation to be armed with the information generated in 
different ways of learning. Thus, the validity of the work done in other areas will be able to test the architect's own 
practice (Nalbantoglu,H.U., Teknoloji Sorununa Bazi Felsefi Yaklasimlar Uzerine , Architecture number:276 s.24-
31). 
When this perspective is the architect of civil engineering disciplines to work together more. Turkey is a country 
located on the major earthquake zones and gave a lot of life and economic losses in earthquakes. Research 
conducted at the end of this earthquake showed that; 
a. Conveyor System Error (Strong beam - column weak, weak floors, inadequate size, etc.) 
b. Architectural Design Mistakes (Tape window, soft floor, wall discontinuities, etc.) 
c. Inadequate Labor (Winding lack of equipment, poorly placed concrete, etc.) 
d. Poor quality of materials (Low concrete strength, quality reinforcement etc.) 
e. Inadequate Engineering - Architecture Service (Project, uncontrolled manufacturing etc.) 
In the System Selection Mistakes: 
Choice of systems for buildings are known the behavior of these highly affected (Davidovici, 1985;Durmus, 1991; 
Ersoy,1978). If you select an incorrect system even if no errors have been made to other stages of design building with 
the required security it is impossible to build. The building fell down due to the Kocaeli earthquake significant 
mistakes made in the selection system are described below.  
 
In picture 1 As seen in the photo taken after the earthquake, deep beams are usually placed on slender columns. 
In this case the column is stronger than the beam in particular the occurrence of colon mechanism basements it 
caused by the fell down of the structure. 
 
Picture 1- weak column-strong beam column under seismic loading mechanism consisting of samples in a building                       
 
 
In picture 2 short columns with window openings and landings beam formed inadequacy of the stirrups in the 
column caused brittle fracture. 
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 Picture 2- Due to the band windows (a) and their shelf beam (b) Examples of resulting damage to cutting short column 
 
                                                                          (a)                                            (b) 
 
Columns from the cross-sectional dimensions of one other very big (h> 3b) due to remained in the earthquake 
components can not move in the direction of the short edge cases (picture 3). 
                    
 Picture 3- Column short against the long cross-sectional size of the examples of failure caused by very large processing 
 
 
The distance between the mass center with many buildings rigidity center, Although usually larger than the 
minimum specified in our regulations for earthquake these buildings were made of torsion (picture 4). 
 
Picture 4- Because the distance is greater than the allowed value due to earthquake loads occurring in the building between the                 
buildings unnecessarily large torsion rigidity center of the mass centers 
                                                    
 
In picture 5 Although the same column cross section higher than the other floors of the many building basements 
and / or ground floor to be more void ratio of the layers, endanger the safety structure has led to a soft floor. 
 
Picture 5- Floor consisting of more next vacancy rate is higher than the other layers of solid samples from the floor of damages being soft 
floor 
                     
 
In picture 6 large and heavy roof overhangs in the building. Heavy roofs, has led to the building of the center of 
gravity away from the ground unnecessarily. This attitude has created a situation opposite to the earthquake resistant 
design principles. 
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Picture 6- Heavy-roofed (a) and large roofed (b) Examples of the seismic behavior of buildings 
                                            
 
As seen in picture 7 without girders or hollow structures with horizontal load area floor concrete shear walls or 
diagonal elements were not taken. In this case, those considered in the design of the second-order effect is caused by 
the fact that very large sections. 
 
 
Picture 7- Two examples of the seismic behavior of reinforced concrete without girders upholstered building without walls 
                                             
 
Some structures in injury situation suggests that their specific period of practice because of that resonance caused 
by conflict with the predominant period of very large displacements under the influence they therefore be made 
independently of the specific period of the structure of the site selection (picture 8). 
 
 
Picture 8- Two examples of the debris probably occurred in the building due to resonance 
                                          
 
Stability connection in some buildings in the shield wall is not enough. For this reason, these walls have 
increased the overthrow of goods and loss of life (picture 9). 
 
Picture 9- Two examples of the vision of building an earthquake in the shield wall 
                                                
 
No structures built between the adjacent apparatus as shown in 10, corresponding earthquake has Regulation was 
left sufficiently wide joints. These structures have been fought between floor levels or floors during earthquakes. 
This event is very significant in many buildings were damaged or displaced as a consequence (Durmus, 1988) 
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Picture 10- Specific examples of the impact of the earthquake periods of different adjacent building 
                                         
 
Damage, including architectural design errors are most of the damage mentioned above. In particular, it needs to 
be combined with architectural design of reinforced concrete course.  
 
3. Concrete Course 
 
Course Title: Betonarme Concrete / M311, Course Credits: 2 Semester: 5, ECTS: 3 Course Type: Compulsory 
Language Courses: Turkish 
Learning outcomes: Understanding the structure in reinforced concrete construction techniques. Reinforced 
concrete structures of the concepts of transport power floor, beams, columns resized to be made of the basic 
elements of the transport power and determination to grasp the behaviors against earthquake forces. 
Recommended Courses: static structure static strength earthquake resistant design of transport systems conveyor 
systems in high-rise buildings. 
Course Content 
Week 1: The preparation of the concrete, the behavior of concrete, according to the bearing capacity calculation 
bases 
Week 2: Calculation of axial compression under the influence of structural elements 
Week 3: Calculation of bending under the influence of structural elements 
Week 4: Calculation of bending under the influence of column 
Week 5: Section design of simple structural members flexure 
Week 6: 1 Midterm exam 
Week 7: Double reinforced rectangular sections, flanged beams 
Week 8: According to the verification of shear force and shear reinforcement in the beam section account 
Week 9: Earthquake load and structural form relationship 
Week 10: Branch laying reinforcement accounts 
Week 11: The load transfer from the floor to the rafters 
Week 12: Sizing method with a load area of the colon (5) 
Week 13: Design principles and framework of the basic foundations of individual accounts 
Week 14: 2 Midterm exam  
Recommended or Required Reading: Turner, ME, Solved reinforced concrete with examples, Volume I, II, III, 
Agencies Turkish Press, Ankara, 1992. 
Teaching Methods and Techniques: Lecture, Question & Answer 
Training / Practice: None  
(http://gbp.gazi.edu.tr//htmlProgramHakkinda.php?dr=0&lang=0&FK=10&BK=60&ders_kodu=&fakulte=M%DDMARLIK+FAK%DCLTE
S%DD&fakulte_en=FACULTY+OF+ARCHITECTURE&bolum=M%DDMARLIK&bolum_en=ARCHITECTURE&ac=11) 
Static project of a non-reinforced concrete building complex is built at the end of the period to architecture 
students. This project reinforced the importance of the project is to show students how to return in the future 
architectural projects. In addition, an integral whole with civil engineering and architecture made this project is 
important to understand the language of the other.                                      
 
Table 1- Professional compulsory subjects are located within the scope of reinforced concrete course.   
     
 Compulsory Professional Theoretical 
Lessons 
Optional Professional 
Theoretical Lessons 
Projects Earthquake Resistant Design 
Education Approach 
First 
Semester 
-Building Materials 
-Static 
 Project 1 existing vocational compulsory 
and optional lectures of 
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Second 
Semester 
-Resistance 
-Structural Elements I 
-Structural Elements Ii 
-Structures 
-Conveyor System Design I 
-Conveyor System Design II 
-Reinforced Concrete 
-Steel Structures 
-Construction Systems 
 Project 2 revising and updating the 
content 
Third 
Semester 
 Project 3 
Fourth 
Semester 
-Earthquake-Resistant 
Design 
-Conveyor System Design 
-Relationship Building 
Floors 
-Earthquake Engineering 
Principles 
Project 4 
Fifth 
Semester 
Project 5 earthquake resistant building 
design and project analysis 
course 
Sixth 
Semester 
 Project 6 
Seventh 
Semester 
 Project 7 earthquake resistant building 
design lesson in the process of 
integration projects Eighth 
Semester 
 Diploma 
Project 
                  
Reinforced lesson; Introducing the concrete material, the hypothesis used in the calculations and regulations, 
characteristics of the ultimate strength method, according to the transport compound bending strength, Simple 
bending (rectangular and flanged beams), columns, interaction diagram, shear and torsion reinforced concrete 
sections, infrastructure issues and foundations, introduction of reinforced concrete system and establishing rules, 
reinforced concrete frame structures, reinforced concrete structures with properties, high rise buildings, covering 
large openings, the development of concrete solutions on a building's structural system, in practice hours, typically 
selected concrete elements / systems to be built is located in the sample solution for their students. (İTU 
Architecture Faculty, http://www.mim.itu.edu.tr/tr/). 
Erciyes University of Architecture: Mimi 424 Reinforced Concrete and Steel (Erciyes University Faculty of 
Architecture, http://mimarlik.erciyes.edu.tr/) 
Mimar Sinan University of Architecture: MA 404 Reinforced: 2 hours / week, theory, 2 credits, 2 ECTS, 
introduction and dimensioning of reinforced concrete structural elements (Mimar Sinan University Faculty of 
Architecture, http://www.msgsu.edu.tr/msu/pages/mimarlik_fakultesi.aspx). 
 
4. Methods 
 
A questionnaire developed by the authors was used to collect data in this study. In this study, 116 people, a total 
of 10 survey questions were asked. Surveyed students reinforced questions about the course of the current 
processing and returns as well as expectations regarding questions were asked. 
 
1. Evaluate your skills in math practice in Reinforced course                                             
 
Picture 11- Math practice skills of architecture students 
                                   
 
This survey students in architecture "to assess your practical skills in mathematics courses in reinforced concrete" 
problems were asked (Picture 11). 60% of the students as best seen in Picture 11 has evaluated 40% of poor. 
Inseparable from mathematics Architecture but only 40% of students think that their mathematical skills are 
inadequate.  
 
2. Shown in the course of reinforced concrete beams, slabs, columns, foundations, design of 
structural elements, such as curtains and be equipped How do you evaluate the use of the mathematical 
60% 40% 
The answer of the first 
question 
Good
Bad
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formula? 
 
Picture12- Sizing of reinforced concrete structural elements shown in the course and it is equipped for the use of mathematical formulas 
                                 
 
Architecture students in the survey "shown in the course of reinforced concrete beams, slabs, columns, 
foundations, the sizing of structural elements such as curtains and be equipped mathematical formulas and how do 
you evaluate the use of abaca?" The question was asked (Picture 12). 19% of the students as shown in Picture 12 
was good, 81% is evaluated as bad. Sizing and with the load of the structure and relates to decline it in. Therefore do 
not done without the math account. 
 
3. Reinforced concrete beams classes by opening the project will be passed, how do you assess the 
statements given in the column and trim the size?                          
 
Picture13- Architecture studentsgive the  column, beam and slab dimensions in their projects 
                                  
Architecture students in the survey "courses in reinforced concrete beams based on the project will be passed 
openness, how do you assess the statements given in the column and floor size?" Question was asked (Picture 13). 
98% of the students as shown in Picture 13 good, 2% was evaluated as bad. Based on rote architectural education 
unthinkable. According to the change of conditions and load tables will change. So math tables will be used. 
 
4. Do you information in the course of reinforced concrete architecture can execute your project?                    
 
Picture14- Information architecture project applications in reinforced concrete course 
                                  
 
Architecture students in the survey "information you can execute your architectural projects in the course of 
reinforced concrete?" Question was asked (Picture 14). 57% of the students as shown in Picture 14 yes, 43% were 
rated as no.  According to the information architecture projects done in the course of reinforced concrete it is more 
robust in terms of static and dynamic. 
19% 
81% 
The answer of the second 
question 
Good
Bad
98% 
2% 
The answer of the third 
question 
Good
Bad
57% 43% 
The answer of the fourth 
question 
Yes
Bad
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5. Vertical and horizontal forces reinforced concrete structure standing against the code of conduct, 
can you comment on the material properties of your design architecture?                             
                           
Picture15- Behavior of reinforced concrete structure with principles, material properties 
                                   
 
 Again in the same survey architecture students "vertical and horizontal force against the behavior of 
reinforced concrete structure standing principles, materials Can you comment on your design architecture?" 
Question was asked (Picture 15). 80% of the students as shown in Picture 15, yes, 20% were rated as no. Vertical 
and horizontal forces against reinforced concrete structure standing principles of behavior and material properties 
play an important role in architectural design. 
 
6. Do you think the discipline of architecture is the closest to which of the following areas? 
a) Art   
b) Technical 
                                     
    Picture16- Areas close to the architecture discipline 
                                            
 
 
Architecture students to the question "Do you think the discipline of architecture is the closest to which of the 
following areas? a) Art b) technical "question was asked (Picture 16). 73% of the students as shown in Picture 16 art 
technique has been evaluated as 27%. Architecture students are part of the artistic field of view closer to 
architecture. Architectural design and aesthetics are considered together. However, the function and the function can 
not be accomplished without bearing system.  
 
7. Do you want to show the course of reinforced concrete with computer programs?                         
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
80% 
20% 
The answer of the fifth 
question 
Yes
Bad
73% 
27% 
The answer of the sixth 
question 
Art
Technical
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Picture 17- Show with the computer program of reinforced concrete course 
                                  
 
 
The same poll architecture students to "Do you want to show the course of reinforced concrete with computer 
programs?" Question was asked (Picture 17). 89% of students, as shown in Picture 17, yes, 11% were rated as no. 
Nowadays there are many software architecture and engineering serving the majors. Programs in terms of 
engineering students to understand the behavior of structures and structural elements considers that it is necessary.  
 
8. Are you a static calculation of a reinforced concrete structure with architectural interoperable civil 
engineer? 
 
Picture 18- Work with static Hasab of reinforced concrete structures of architectural projects 
                                  
 
 
Architecture students to the question "Can you work with static calculation of a reinforced concrete structure 
architectural construction engineer?" Question was asked (Picture 18). 10% of the students as shown in Picture 18, 
yes, 90% were rated as no. Civil engineers working life can be forced to change the design of the architects of the 
problems arising from architectural projects. However, architects may be found in knowing the properties of 
reinforced concrete system solutions for engineers. 
 
9. Do you think it is best reinforced concrete structural system of our era? 
               
 
 Picture 19- Work with static Hasab of reinforced concrete structures of architectural projects 
 
 
Architecture students to the question "Do you think it is best reinforced concrete structural system of our time?" 
Question was asked (Picture 19). 36% of the students as shown in Picture 19 yes, 64 no, as evaluated. After the 
89% 
11% 
The answer of the seventh 
question 
Yes
No
10% 
90% 
The answer of the eighth 
question 
Yes
No
36% 
64% 
The answer of the nineth 
question 
Yes
No
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industrial revolution rapidly industrializing building materials offers many different choices for architects. 
Reinforced concrete is gradually losing popularity in the past. 
 
10. Is it necessary to complete a simple project of reinforced concrete lesson?             
              
 
Picture 20- Work with the static calculation of reinforced concrete structures of architectural projects 
 
 
Architecture students to the question "Is it necessary to complete a project of reinforced concrete simple?" 
Question was asked (Picture 20). 12% of the students as shown in Picture 20, yes, 89% no, as evaluated. The 
students are very reluctant to prepare concrete projects. However, the preparation period of the project in terms of 
assimilation of the topics covered are required. 
 
5.Result 
 
The architecture of the old century architecture with modern concrete structures can be created thanks to a very 
different understanding has emerged and with the outlook. Reduction on the one hand, while special-shaped section 
in the development of increasingly concrete and steel structure is covered with large openings allow the concrete 
shell. 
According to the architect who prepared the design of reinforced concrete structural system space requirements, 
especially in a country like Turkey, which is a lot of concrete building stock should know very well. However, this 
study overall architecture students based on the results of a survey conducted among students of architecture in 
which they feel closer to the arts. Trying to escape as the digital application architecture students are asking if all the 
data in a table. However, the soil conditions of different concrete types and tables according to the different 
architectural projects that unfortunately can not meet the needs of architects.  
1999 The earthquake of the Golcuk and after the earthquake damage, concrete oil that damage occurred in the 
stock showed that with the architects and engineers must control the delivery systems and knowledge of earthquake. 
As a result, students of architecture in our country and other countries with more intensity earthquakes and 
earthquake resistant structural system design course to be tilted more careful. 
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